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After the Fact James West Davidson 1982 Under the historians eye, the puzzles of the past turn and
reveal themselves. Here are good stories well told, displaying the essential fascination of scholarship in
action and what it can accomplish.
US James West Davidson 2018
U.S. James West Davidson 2021
Nation of Nations: A Narrative History of the American Republic James West Davidson 2007-12-05 Known
for its friendly narrative style and careful blending of political and social history, Nation of Nations oﬀers
a balanced approach to teaching the American history survey course. The story presented by the authors
reﬂects their belief that the American past can only be fully understood when linked to events worldwide.
As a result of this view, Nation of Nations has become the leader in the integration of global material,
done in a sensible and thoughtful way. This sixth edition features expanded coverage of environmental
and pre-colonial history by new coauthor Brian DeLay, as well as a completely redesigned map program,
additional After the Fact content, and a new online version of the popular Primary Source Investigator.
Experience History James West Davidson 2019
US: A Narrative History Volume 1: To 1877 Michael Stoﬀ 2011-05-25 For your classes in American History,
McGraw-Hill introduces the latest edition ofU*S: A Narrative History, part of the acclaimed M Series. The
M Series started with you and your students. McGraw-Hill conducted extensive market research to gain
insight into students' studying and learning behavior. Students want text programs with visual appeal
and content designed according to the way they learn. Instructors desire greater student involvement in
the course content without compromising on high quality content. From a known and trusted author
team,U*S: A Narrative Historytells the story of us, the American people, with all the visually engaging,
personally involving material that your students want. This innovative text provides instructors with
scholarly, succinct, and conventionally organized core content; a highly readable and uniﬁed narrative
that is continental in scope; and a magazine format that engages students and helps them connect with
the nation's past. Plus,U*S: A Narrative Historynow oﬀersConnect History, a new web-based assignment
and assessment platform, which combines a fully integrated eBook with powerful learning and teaching
tools that make managing assignments easier and learning and studying more engaging and eﬃcient.
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For instance, a groundbreaking adaptive questioning diagnostic,LearnSmart, provides a personalized
study plan for students to ensure that they understand chapter content, while engaging interactivities
such asCritical Missionsinvolves students deeply in situations as they sharpen their analytical skills and
increase their historical understanding. U*S: A Narrative Historyis more current, more portable, and more
captivating. Its rigorous and innovative research foundation, plus Connect History adds up to: more
learning. When you meet students where they are, you can take them where you want them to be.
The Three-Cornered War Megan Kate Nelson 2021-02-16 Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in History A
dramatic, riveting, and “fresh look at a region typically obscured in accounts of the Civil War. American
history buﬀs will relish this entertaining and eye-opening portrait” (Publishers Weekly). Megan Kate
Nelson “expands our understanding of how the Civil War aﬀected Indigenous peoples and helped to
shape the nation” (Library Journal, starred review), reframing the era as one of national
conﬂict—involving not just the North and South, but also the West. Against the backdrop of this larger
series of battles, Nelson introduces nine individuals: John R. Baylor, a Texas legislator who established
the Confederate Territory of Arizona; Louisa Hawkins Canby, a Union Army wife who nursed Confederate
soldiers back to health in Santa Fe; James Carleton, a professional soldier who engineered campaigns
against Navajos and Apaches; Kit Carson, a famous frontiersman who led a regiment of volunteers
against the Texans, Navajos, Kiowas, and Comanches; Juanita, a Navajo weaver who resisted Union
campaigns against her people; Bill Davidson, a soldier who fought in all of the Confederacy’s major
battles in New Mexico; Alonzo Ickis, an Iowa-born gold miner who fought on the side of the Union; John
Clark, a friend of Abraham Lincoln’s who embraced the Republican vision for the West as New Mexico’s
surveyor-general; and Mangas Coloradas, a revered Chiricahua Apache chief who worked to expand
Apache territory in Arizona. As we learn how these nine charismatic individuals fought for selfdetermination and control of the region, we also see the importance of individual actions in the midst of a
larger military conﬂict. Based on letters and diaries, military records and oral histories, and photographs
and maps from the time, “this history of invasions, battles, and forced migration shapes the United
States to this day—and has never been told so well” (Pulitzer Prize–winning author T.J. Stiles).
Vampires, Burial, and Death Paul Barber 1988-01-01 Surveys centuries of folklore about vampires and
oﬀers a scientiﬁc explanation for the origins of the legends.
Air Force Combat Units of World War II
US: A Narrative History, Volume 2: Since 1865 James West Davidson 2014-09-19 U*S, a brief American
History program, transforms the learning experience through personalized, adaptive technology helping
students better grasp the issues of the past while providing greater insight on student performance. This
American History program tells the story of the American people in a highly portable and visually
appealing manner helping students better connect with our nation's past and understand our present.
Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to
deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is
more engaging and eﬀective.
Nation of Nations James West Davidson 2000-08-01
The Texan Carolyn Davidson 2014-04-15 U.S. Marshal Jonathan Cleary Was A Man With A Plan: After one
last undercover assignment, he'd claim a corner of the wide Texas sky and get hitched to the wild and
carefree woman of his dreams. But Fate, disguised as Augusta McBride, came calling with diﬀerent ideas.
Now his dream woman was a prim-and-proper miss…with shocking secrets! Augusta McBride Was
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Wedded To Spinsterhood Yet she'd somehow landed in front of a preacher, marrying a half-naked
stranger—and relishing it! No doubt about it, the mysterious, marvelous Jonathan Cleary was a force of
nature who couldn't be denied!
Black Gotham Carla L. Peterson 2011-01-01 Narrates the story of the elite African American families who
lived in New York City in the nineteenth century, describing their successes as businesspeople and
professionals and the contributions they made to the culture of that time period.
ISE US: A Narrative History James West Davidson 2021
Orientalism Edward W. Said 2014-10-01 More than three decades after its ﬁrst publication, Edward
Said's groundbreaking critique of the West's historical, cultural, and political perceptions of the East has
become a modern classic. In this wide-ranging, intellectually vigorous study, Said traces the origins of
"orientalism" to the centuries-long period during which Europe dominated the Middle and Near East and,
from its position of power, deﬁned "the orient" simply as "other than" the occident. This entrenched view
continues to dominate western ideas and, because it does not allow the East to represent itself, prevents
true understanding. Essential, and still eye-opening, Orientalism remains one of the most important
books written about our divided world.
US James West Davidson 2021
The Candy House Jennifer Egan 2022-04-05 * A New York Times Book Review Top 10 Book, a New York
Times Notable Book and a Time Must-Read Book of 2022* Named a Best Book of 2022 by Entertainment
Weekly, Esquire, Harper’s Bazaar, NPR, Oprah Daily, Real Simple, Time Vogue, Vulture, The New Yorker
and more! * Longlisted for the 2023 Carnegie Medal for Excellence Selected as One of Barack Obama’s
Summer 2022 Reading List Picks! “A compelling read that showcases Egan’s masterful storytelling.”
—Time “Dazzling.” —Vogue “Radiant, exhilarating.” —Slate “Mesmerizing…A thought-provoking
examination of how and why we change.” —People From one of the most celebrated writers of our time
comes an “inventive, eﬀervescent” (Oprah Daily) novel about the memory and quest for authenticity and
human connection. The Candy House opens with the staggeringly brilliant Bix Bouton, whose company,
Mandala, is so successful that he is “one of those tech demi-gods with whom we’re all on a ﬁrst name
basis.” Bix is forty, with four kids, restless, and desperate for a new idea, when he stumbles into a
conversation group, mostly Columbia professors, one of whom is experimenting with downloading or
“externalizing” memory. Within a decade, Bix’s new technology, “Own Your Unconscious”—which allows
you access to every memory you’ve ever had, and to share your memories in exchange for access to the
memories of others—has seduced multitudes. In the world of Egan’s spectacular imagination, there are
“counters” who track and exploit desires and there are “eluders,” those who understand the price of
taking a bite of the Candy House. Egan introduces these characters in an astonishing array of narrative
styles—from omniscient to ﬁrst person plural to a duet of voices, an epistolary chapter, and a chapter of
tweets. Intellectually dazzling, The Candy House is also a moving testament to the tenacity and
transcendence of human longing for connection, family, privacy, and love. “A beautiful exploration of
loss, memory, and history” (San Francisco Chronicle), “this is minimalist maximalism. It’s as if Egan
compressed a big 19th-century novel onto a ﬂash drive” (The New York Times).
Experience History Vol 1: To 1877 Brian DeLay 2013-09-09 Connect students to the stories of history.
Connect students to the experience of history. Connect students to success in history. At McGraw-Hill, we
have spent the past few years deepening our understanding of the student and instructor experience.
Employing a wide array of research tools including surveys, focus groups, and ethnographic studies,
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we've identiﬁed areas in need of improvement to provide an opportunity for greater learning and
teaching experiences. Experience History is a direct result of this. Experience History is also a ﬁrst in
American History. Its groundbreaking adaptive diagnostic and interactive exercises paired with its lively
narrative and engaging visuals create a unique teaching and learning environment propelling greater
student success and better course results. Instructors gain better insight into students' engagement and
understanding as students develop a base of knowledge and construct critical thinking skills. Gripping
stories keep students turning the page while the adaptive diagnostics for each chapter and a
personalized study plan for each individual student help students prepare for class discussions and
course work while enjoying increased course success. Experience History emphasizes that history is not
just a collection of proven facts, but is "created" from the detective work of historians examining
evidence from the past. Providing the interactive environment that only an integrated solution can
provide, Experience History gives students the opportunity to examine primary sources and explore
speciﬁc periods and events. This leads to greater understanding as well as the building and practicing of
critical thinking skills. As students uniquely experience American History, Experience History propels
students to greater understanding while achieving greater course success. Give students an experience.
Improve course participation and performance. Experience History and experience success.
Nation of Nations, Volume 1: To 1877 James West Davidson 2007-12-11 Known for its friendly narrative
style and careful blending of political and social history, Nation of Nations oﬀers a balanced approach to
teaching the American history survey course. The story presented by the authors reﬂects their belief that
the American past can only be fully understood when linked to events worldwide. As a result of this view,
Nation of Nations has become the leader in the integration of global material, done in a sensible and
thoughtful way. This sixth edition features expanded coverage of environmental and pre-colonial history
by new coauthor Brian DeLay, as well as a completely redesigned map program, additional After the Fact
content, and a new online version of the popular Primary Source Investigator.
A Little History of the United States James West Davidson 2015-09-15 How did a land and people of such
immense diversity come together under a banner of freedom and equality to form one of the most
remarkable nations in the world? Everyone from young adults to grandparents will be fascinated by the
answers uncovered in James West Davidson’s vividly told A Little History of the United States. In 300 fastmoving pages, Davidson guides his readers through 500 years, from the ﬁrst contact between the two
halves of the world to the rise of America as a superpower in an era of atomic perils and diminishing
resources. In short, vivid chapters the book brings to life hundreds of individuals whose stories are part of
the larger American story. Pilgrim William Bradford stumbles into an Indian deer trap on his ﬁrst day in
America; Harriet Tubman lets loose a pair of chickens to divert attention from escaping slaves; the
toddler Andrew Carnegie, later an ambitious industrial magnate, gobbles his oatmeal with a spoon in
each hand. Such stories are riveting in themselves, but they also spark larger questions to ponder about
freedom, equality, and unity in the context of a nation that is, and always has been, remarkably divided
and diverse.
US: A Narrative History, Volume 1: To 1877 James West Davidson 2008-12-04 This two-volume illustrated
history of the United States covers the ﬁrst civilizations in North America to the twenty-ﬁrst century and
includes Backstory features on lesser known corners of history, Opinion debates on historical topics, Point
of View historians' insights on key issues, and Then and Now comparisons of cultural artifacts from past
and present.
US: A Narrative History Michael Stoﬀ 2014-09-19 U*S, a brief American History program, transforms the
learning experience through personalized, adaptive technology helping students better grasp the issues
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of the past while providing greater insight on student performance. This American History program tells
the story of the American people in a highly portable and visually appealing manner helping students
better connect with our nation's past and understand our present. Connect is the only integrated learning
system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and eﬀective.
American History James West Davidson 2016
The Complete Wilderness Paddler James West Davidson 1982-12-12 Covers map reading, camping
equipment, outdoor clothing, canoeing techniques for white water as well as small streams, and safety
precautions
Cataract City Craig Davidson 2014-02-06 Cataract City, a dead-end border town overlooking Niagara
Falls. Owen Stuckey and Duncan Diggs are fast friends as kids - united by wrestling, go-karts, and metal
bands - but as they grow into young men, their once simple aﬀection competes with the tensions created
by their respective circumstances. Owen, born to relative privilege, seems destined to get out of the city,
while Duncan, honest but hard, is hurtling along the rails towards a future working the assembly line at
the soulless biscuit factory, The Bisk. As Duncan becomes more and more desperate to escape, he ﬁnds
himself at opposite ends of the law to Owen, and as the coils of the city creep ever tighter around the
two friends, they ﬁnd themselves struggling not to break free, but simply to survive.
Washington Ron Chernow 2010-10-05 From the author of Alexander Hamilton, the New York Times
bestselling biography that inspired the musical, comes a gripping portrait of the ﬁrst president of the
United States. Winner of the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for Biography “Truly magniﬁcent . . . [a] well-researched,
well-written and absolutely deﬁnitive biography” —Andrew Roberts, The Wall Street Journal “Until
recently, I’d never believed that there could be such a thing as a truly gripping biography of George
Washington . . . Well, I was wrong. I can’t recommend it highly enough—as history, as epic, and, not
least, as entertainment.” —Hendrik Hertzberg, The New Yorker Celebrated biographer Ron Chernow
provides a richly nuanced portrait of the father of our nation and the ﬁrst president of the United States.
With a breadth and depth matched by no other one volume biography of George Washington, this crisply
paced narrative carries the reader through his adventurous early years, his heroic exploits with the
Continental Army during the Revolutionary War, his presiding over the Constitutional Convention, and his
magniﬁcent performance as America's ﬁrst president. In this groundbreaking work, based on massive
research, Chernow shatters forever the stereotype of George Washington as a stolid, unemotional ﬁgure
and brings to vivid life a dashing, passionate man of ﬁery opinions and many moods. Lin-Manuel
Miranda’s smash Broadway musical Hamilton has sparked new interest in the Revolutionary War and the
Founding Fathers. In addition to Alexander Hamilton, the production also features George Washington,
Thomas Jeﬀerson, James Madison, Aaron Burr, Lafayette, and many more.
Experience History, Volume 1: To 1877 James West Davidson 2010-10-05
U.S. James West Davidson 2021-02 "From ﬁve distinguished scholars comes one approachable and
compelling narrative. U.S.: A Narrative History tells the stories of the American people in a concise and
visually appealing way. The engaging narrative, crafted by a team of authors representing diﬀerent eras,
regions, topics, and approaches, showcases the diversity and complexity of the American past and
guides students to develop a more nuanced understanding of our present and future. This extremely
readable program provides opportunities to engage with and uncover the history of America by
leveraging the tools and practices that historians use to illuminate the past. The approachable narrative
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is sup-ported by a comprehensive set of learning activities found in Connect: American History. By
harnessing the power of Connect, your students will get the help they need, when and how they need it,
so that your class time can be more rewarding for your students and you"-Nation of Nations, Volume 2: Since 1865 James West Davidson 2007-12-11 Known for its friendly
narrative style and careful blending of political and social history, Nation of Nations oﬀers a balanced
approach to teaching the American history survey course. The story presented by the authors reﬂects
their belief that the American past can only be fully understood when linked to events worldwide. As a
result of this view, Nation of Nations has become the leader in the integration of global material, done in
a sensible and thoughtful way. This sixth edition features expanded coverage of environmental and precolonial history by new coauthor Brian DeLay, as well as a completely redesigned map program,
additional After the Fact content, and a new online version of the popular Primary Source Investigator.
The Hollow Kind Andy Davidson 2022-10-11 Andy Davidson's epic horror novel about the spectacular
decline of the Redfern family, haunted by an ancient evil. Nellie Gardner is looking for a way out of an
abusive marriage when she learns that her long-lost grandfather, August Redfern, has willed her his
turpentine estate. She throws everything she can think of in a bag and ﬂees to Georgia with her elevenyear-old son, Max, in tow. It turns out that the "estate" is a decrepit farmhouse on a thousand acres of
old pine forest, but Nellie is thrilled about the chance for a fresh start for her and Max, and a chance for
the happy home she never had. So it takes her a while to notice the strange scratching in the walls, the
faint whispering at night, how the forest is eerily quiet. But Max sees what his mother can't: They're no
safer here than they had been in South Carolina. In fact, things might even be worse. There's something
wrong with Redfern Hill. Something lurks beneath the soil, ancient and hungry, with the power to corrupt
hearts and destroy souls. It is the true legacy of Redfern Hill: a kingdom of grief and death, to which
Nellie’s own blood has granted her the key. From the author of The Boatman's Daughter, The Hollow Kind
is a jaw-dropping novel about legacy and the horrors that hide in the dark corners of family history. Andy
Davidson's gorgeous, Gothic fable tracing the spectacular fall of the Redfern family will haunt you long
after you turn the ﬁnal page.
The American Nation James West Davidson 2002-01-01 US social studies textbook (advance copy) for
study and reference.
Looseleaf for Experience History, Vol 2: Since 1865 Mark H Lytle 2018-11-20 Experience History
emphasizes that history is not a collection of facts, but is "interpreted" from the detective work of
historians examining the past's evidence. Utilizing an active learning environment that only an online
solution can provide, Experience History gives students the opportunity to examine primary sources and
explores speciﬁc periods and events. As students uniquely experience American History, Experience
History propels students to greater understanding while achieving greater course success.
"They Say" James West Davidson 2008-07-21 Between 1880 and 1930, Southern mobs hanged, burned,
and otherwise tortured to death at least 3,300 African Americans. And yet the rest of the nation largely
ignored the horror of lynching or took it for granted, until a young schoolteacher from Tennessee raised
her voice. Her name was Ida B. Wells. In "They Say," historian James West Davidson recounts the ﬁrst
thirty years of this passionate woman's life--as well as the story of the great struggle over the meaning of
race in post-emancipation America. Davidson captures the breathtaking, often chaotic changes that
swept the South as Wells grew up in Holly Springs, Mississippi: the spread of education among the free
blacks, the rise of political activism, the bitter struggles for equality in the face of entrenched social
custom. As Wells came of age she moved to bustling Memphis, eager to worship at the city's many
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churches (black and white), to take elocution lessons and perform Shakespeare at evening soirées, to
court and spark with the young men taken by her beauty. But Wells' quest for fulﬁllment was thwarted as
whites increasingly used race as a barrier separating African Americans from mainstream America.
Davidson traces the crosscurrents of these cultural conﬂicts through Ida Wells' forceful personality. When
a conductor threw her oﬀ a train for not retreating to the segregated car, she sued the railroad--and won.
When she protested conditions in the segregated Memphis schools, she was ﬁred--and took up full-time
journalism. And in 1892, when an explosive lynching rocked Memphis, she embarked full-blown on the
career for which she is now remembered, as an outspoken writer and lecturer against lynching. Richly
researched and deftly written, "They Say" oﬀers a gripping portrait of the young Ida B. Wells, shedding
light not only on how one black American deﬁned her own aspirations and her people's freedom, but also
on the changing meaning of race in America.
Experience History Vol 2: Since 1865 James West Davidson 2013-09-10 Connect students to the
stories of history. Connect students to the experience of history. Connect students to success in history.
At McGraw-Hill, we have spent the past few years deepening our understanding of the student and
instructor experience. Employing a wide array of research tools including surveys, focus groups, and
ethnographic studies, we've identiﬁed areas in need of improvement to provide an opportunity for
greater learning and teaching experiences. Experience History is a direct result of this. Experience
History is also a ﬁrst in American History. Its groundbreaking adaptive diagnostic and interactive
exercises paired with its lively narrative and engaging visuals create a unique teaching and learning
environment propelling greater student success and better course results. Instructors gain better insight
into students' engagement and understanding as students develop a base of knowledge and construct
critical thinking skills. Gripping stories keep students turning the page while the adaptive diagnostics for
each chapter and a personalized study plan for each individual student help students prepare for class
discussions and course work while enjoying increased course success. Experience History emphasizes
that history is not just a collection of proven facts, but is "created" from the detective work of historians
examining evidence from the past. Providing the interactive environment that only an integrated solution
can provide, Experience History gives students the opportunity to examine primary sources and explore
speciﬁc periods and events. This leads to greater understanding as well as the building and practicing of
critical thinking skills. As students uniquely experience American History, Experience History propels
students to greater understanding while achieving greater course success. Give students an experience.
Improve course participation and performance. Experience History and experience success.
Great Heart James West Davidson 2006-05-11 In July 1903 Leonidas Hubbard set out to explore the
uncharted interior of Labrador by canoe, accompanied by Dillon Wallace, his best friend, and George
Elson, a Métis guide. Bad luck and bad judgment led the expedition into disaster and the party was
forced to turn back. Hubbard died of starvation just thirty miles from camp. Two years later Wallace
decided to complete the overland expedition and clear himself of blame for Hubbard's death. He had,
however, a rival - Mina Hubbard. She blamed Wallace for her husband's death and, with Elson as her
guide, intended to complete the trek ﬁrst. The result was an epic race between the avenging widow and
her husband's best friend. Reconstructing the story from the long-lost journals and diaries of the 1903
and 1905 expeditions, James Davidson and John Rugge trace the explorers' routes and re-create the
saga. Great Heart is a gripping drama of individuals pushed to the limits of human endurance.
The Bridge at the Edge of the World James Gustave Speth 2008-10-01 How serious are the threats to our
environment? Here is one measure of the problem: if we continue to do exactly what we are doing, with
no growth in the human population or the world economy, the world in the latter part of this century will
be unﬁt to live in. Of course human activities are not holding at current levels—they are accelerating,
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dramatically—and so, too, is the pace of climate disruption, biotic impoverishment, and toxiﬁcation. In
this book Gus Speth, author of Red Sky at Morning and a widely respected environmentalist, begins with
the observation that the environmental community has grown in strength and sophistication, but the
environment has continued to decline, to the point that we are now at the edge of catastrophe. Speth
contends that this situation is a severe indictment of the economic and political system we call modern
capitalism. Our vital task is now to change the operating instructions for today's destructive world
economy before it is too late. The book is about how to do that.
The African Slave Trade Basil Davidson 1980 A detailed history of the slave trade examines its causes
and consequences, shows how African leaders attempted to halt it, and portrays European attitudes
towards Africa
The Afghanistan Papers Craig Whitlock 2021-08-31 A Washington Post Best Book of 2021 The #1 New
York Times bestselling investigative story of how three successive presidents and their military
commanders deceived the public year after year about America’s longest war, foreshadowing the
Taliban’s recapture of Afghanistan, by Washington Post reporter and three-time Pulitzer Prize ﬁnalist
Craig Whitlock. Unlike the wars in Vietnam and Iraq, the US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 had nearunanimous public support. At ﬁrst, the goals were straightforward and clear: defeat al-Qaeda and prevent
a repeat of 9/11. Yet soon after the United States and its allies removed the Taliban from power, the
mission veered oﬀ course and US oﬃcials lost sight of their original objectives. Distracted by the war in
Iraq, the US military become mired in an unwinnable guerrilla conﬂict in a country it did not understand.
But no president wanted to admit failure, especially in a war that began as a just cause. Instead, the
Bush, Obama, and Trump administrations sent more and more troops to Afghanistan and repeatedly said
they were making progress, even though they knew there was no realistic prospect for an outright
victory. Just as the Pentagon Papers changed the public’s understanding of Vietnam, The Afghanistan
Papers contains “fast-paced and vivid” (The New York Times Book Review) revelation after revelation
from people who played a direct role in the war from leaders in the White House and the Pentagon to
soldiers and aid workers on the front lines. In unvarnished language, they admit that the US
government’s strategies were a mess, that the nation-building project was a colossal failure, and that
drugs and corruption gained a stranglehold over their allies in the Afghan government. All told, the
account is based on interviews with more than 1,000 people who knew that the US government was
presenting a distorted, and sometimes entirely fabricated, version of the facts on the ground. Documents
unearthed by The Washington Post reveal that President Bush didn’t know the name of his Afghanistan
war commander—and didn’t want to meet with him. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld admitted that
he had “no visibility into who the bad guys are.” His successor, Robert Gates, said: “We didn’t know jack
shit about al-Qaeda.” The Afghanistan Papers is a “searing indictment of the deceit, blunders, and hubris
of senior military and civilian oﬃcials” (Tom Bowman, NRP Pentagon Correspondent) that will
supercharge a long-overdue reckoning over what went wrong and forever change the way the conﬂict is
remembered.
The Historian Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01 The record-breaking phenomenon from Elizabeth Kostova
is a celebrated masterpiece that "refashioned the vampire myth into a compelling contemporary novel, a
late-night page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle). Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully written, The
Historian is the story of a young woman plunged into a labyrinth where the secrets of her family’s past
connect to an inconceivable evil: the dark ﬁfteenth-century reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying
pact that may have kept his awful work alive through the ages. The search for the truth becomes an
adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and dusty libraries to the capitals of
Eastern Europe—in a feat of storytelling so rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers
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around the world. “Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense of storytelling and
she has a marvelous tale to tell.” —Baltimore Sun
The Sovereign Individual James Dale Davidson 2020-02-04 Two renowned investment advisors and
authors of the bestseller The Great Reckoning bring to light both currents of disaster and the potential for
prosperity and renewal in the face of radical changes in human history as we move into the next century.
The Sovereign Individual details strategies necessary for adapting ﬁnancially to the next phase of
Western civilization. Few observers of the late twentieth century have their ﬁngers so presciently on the
pulse of the global political and economic realignment ushering in the new millennium as do James Dale
Davidson and Lord William Rees-Mogg. Their bold prediction of disaster on Wall Street in Blood in the
Streets was borne out by Black Tuesday. In their ensuing bestsellar, The Great Reckoning, published just
weeks before the coup attempt against Gorbachev, they analyzed the pending collapse of the Soviet
Union and foretold the civil war in Yugoslavia and other events that have proved to be among the most
searing developments of the past few years. In The Sovereign Individual, Davidson and Rees-Mogg
explore the greatest economic and political transition in centuries -- the shift from an industrial to an
information-based society. This transition, which they have termed "the fourth stage of human society,"
will liberate individuals as never before, irrevocably altering the power of government. This outstanding
book will replace false hopes and ﬁctions with new understanding and clariﬁed values.
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